From a letter of Lucien Siffrid dated 08-28-1947

Radiation rather than solicitation

Solicitation or propaganda is:
Radiation is:

We want others to be as we should be!
We should be as we want others to be!

There is a great danger that our best volition can lead us into. This very best volition, which lies in wanting to have
the Grail Movement grow larger and in wanting to lead all our loved ones, friends, acquaintances, prominent
personalities to the Word, is a bound volition. The binding lies in the fact that the human spirit concerned initiates
solicitation thereby doubting the absolute justice of the working of incorruptible Laws.
His bound will wants his candidates to find their way to the Light. So, if he accepts the Message because we want
him to, where does it leave the free will of the human spirit, which we have to respect above all? If the candidate is
a true seeker he will definitely find the Word, perhaps even without us. This is where Justice lies. It lies only in
radiation. And everything is radiation. Our only task is to focus all our energy on the liberation of our bound will.
We know that we are inextricably bound by our thoughts and deeds as fruit of our earlier tapestry of fate woven by
our free decisions. Therefore, there cannot be a free will, so says intellect-bound man. And as such he is absolutely
right. For thoughts, as deeds of the intellect, have to move within this self-created pit, thus in the area of the
intellect, the area of materiality, bound to space and time. Now the human spirit who bears within himself the
longing for the Light, wants to liberate himself . This happens in the following way:
A blow of fate strikes! If he knows that it is just, he will accept it jubilantly. In his intuition and in his newly
responsive thoughts he will praise the perfection of God’s Laws. He is loosened and disentangles himself to the
extent that he continues to be accepting. And since the decision to accept everything jubilantly in the knowledge of
the incorruptibility of HIS Laws is a free decision, he unbinds his will which had been bound, until it gradually
becomes completely free.
This is the new decision of the free will of the human spirit which detaches him even though he was bound as a
consequence of earlier actions which he had also done of his own free will. As a popular saying goes, he kills two
birds with one stone. Only after complete detachment of the will, equivalent to the resolution of his karma, the
spirit’s ascent can begin. On the basis of this simple process it is easy to understand how it was possible that many
adherents became apostates. A blow of fate can be accepted jubilantly, joyfully, serenely, indifferently, grumblingly,
plaintively or even reproachfully. The free will lies in one’s attitude. The bad volition does not start only with
plaintive acceptance but already if acceptance is not joyous or jubilant!
Only with the spiritual ascent which can begin after the liberation of the free will since the spirit then receives
momentum in the attraction of the power of the Primordially Created Ones, it breaks through! This then becomes
evident in the fact that he can solve everything that confronts him, all questions, even political or economical ones ,
in short all problems and events, on the basis of the Holy Word. He himself then lives in the Word. He is always in
high gear, without needing boosts from outside. This then is the radiation that will weave his new destiny, this time
as the formation of his will.
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Now imagine that I constantly try to think, speak and act in this way through the purity of my thoughts and you do
the same and so on and so on, then the radiant crystal is set. Crystal is “ Christ in all “.
The Primordially Created Ones magnetically attract the lower-lying Spiritual, thus also the human spirit. From
physics we know that a magnet fully functions only when the surface of the metal to be attracted is clean. Apply
this to us: if we cleanse our souls hourly they can always be attracted easily. We experience this powerful attraction
to our spiritual home as longing. Now when our souls have become quite light-permeable, the power will pass
through obstacle-free, will then reach seekers who in turn are attracted by our radiation. Thus many crystals form
and compose a giant crystal which will then form the new Jerusalem or Kingdom of the Millennium. John the
Baptist in his Revelations speaks of Jews and Gentiles . The Jews are the developed human spirits who were once
lifted up onto the pure-spiritual Island of Patmos. There they were initiated, sealed, called and chosen by Parsifal.
They are the faithful, the ones who know of the Grail. They bear within the recognition of the Son of Man. They
promised to serve HIM in the World of Matter at the time of the fulfillment and were incarnated for this purpose
alone. Up until now they all were touched by the Living Word. However, not all of the 144,000 reported for duty
and the few who did report were preoccupied by matters of their bound will so that they were no longer able to
muster the strength for true service.
The gentiles are the human spirit seeds who are to develop and mature in their journeys through the Worlds of
Matter. The Jews are to guide them.
Now imagine: the Primordially Created Ones, the Created Ones, the developed Ones and the human spirits who pass
from Unconsciousness to Consciousness. Everything is connected upwardly and downwardly, as a chain. We, who
know of HIM are hanging on the Created Ones who form our guidance. On us, however, there hangs all of mankind
wich rises and falls with us. Millions of human spirits whose path depends on us. You can fathom and experience
the enormity of this responsibility only with your intuitive sense. Therefore, the Lord calls to us in “Strive for
Conviction”: “If you fail, the world will fall”!
Only if you take this as the basis of all your intuitions, all your thinking, you will realize the gigantic work you have
to do on yourself and you will no longer take any notice of the incompleteness of the papal candidates. Your only
question will always be: “what have I done in all these years with the immeasurably great power I received through
Him?” And what I have done is crucial for uplifting me or holding me down.
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